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Abstract. In this paper, recent changes to the Meteosat thun-
derstorm TRacking And Monitoring algorithm (Cb-TRAM)
are presented as well as a validation of Cb-TRAM against
data from the European ground-based LIghtning NETwork
(LINET) of Nowcast GmbH and the South African Weather
Service Lightning Detection Network (SAWS LDN). Valida-
tion is conducted along the well-known skill measures prob-
ability of detection (POD) and false alarm ratio (FAR) on the
basis of Meteosat/SEVIRI pixels as well as on the basis of
thunderstorm objects. The values obtained demonstrate spe-
cific limitations of Cb-TRAM, as well as limitations of satel-
lite methods in general which are based on thermal emis-
sion and solar reflectivity information from thunderstorm
cloud tops.
Although the climatic conditions and the occurrence of
thunderstorms are quite different for Europe and South
Africa, quality score values are similar. Our conclusion is that
Cb-TRAM provides robust results of well-defined quality for
very different climatic regimes. The POD for a thunderstorm
with intense lightning is about 80 % during the day. The FAR
for a Cb-TRAM detection which is not even close to intense
lightning is about 50 %. If only proximity to any lightning
activity is required, FAR is much lower at about 15 %. Pixel-
based analysis shows that detected thunderstorm object size
is not indiscriminately large, but well within physical limita-
tions of the satellite method. Night-time POD and FAR are
somewhat worse as the detection scheme does not use the
high-resolution visible information during night-time hours.
Nowcasting scores show useful values up to approximately
30 min in advance.
1 Introduction
In recent years a wide range of possibilities for thunderstorm
nowcasting based on satellite data have become available,
due to the temporal and spatial coverage especially from
a geostationary satellite perspective. An example is the data
from Meteosat SEVIRI (Spinning Enhanced Visible and In-
fraRed Imager). The Cb-TRAM (Cumulonimbus Tracking
and Monitoring) algorithm of the German Aerospace Cen-
ter (DLR) detects, tracks, and nowcasts convection based on
multi-channel Meteosat SEVIRI data (Zinner et al., 2008).
Geostationary satellites allow continuous observations of
thunderstorm development all over the observable part of the
globe (between about −60 to +60◦ N and −60 to +60◦ E)
independent of ground-based networks such as radar or light-
ning observation networks. These still only cover limited
areas in the world with high sensitivity.
Moreover, satellite data generally allow for observation of
completely different stages of storm development with the
same sensor. For instance, instability indices are derived for
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cloud-free areas even before first cloud development even
occurs. To this end, first-guess atmospheric profiles from
numerical weather prediction models are adapted to verti-
cal atmospheric temperature and moisture information which
can be observed in the water vapour and infrared window
channels of SEVIRI (Koenig and de Coning, 2009). The
next stage of convective development is covered by detec-
tion schemes for the first appearance of clouds (convective
initiation, e.g. Mecikalski and Bedka, 2006). Using a se-
ries of threshold tests (instantaneous as well as time trends),
they identify cloudy areas which most likely show substantial
convectively induced cloud growth with about 45 min lead
time or show considerable rain or even lightning. A simi-
lar detection scheme for convective initiation is part of the
Cb-TRAM algorithm too (see Sect. 2 or Zinner et al., 2008),
but will not be subject of the following analysis. The third
step, a detection of existing thunderstorms and monitoring of
their life cycles, is covered by techniques like the Rapid De-
veloping Thunderstorm (RDT) product of MeteoFrance and
Nowcasting Satellite Application Facility (Autones, 2012)
or, again, the detection scheme stage of Cb-TRAM (Zinner
et al., 2008).
Thunderstorm detection and nowcasting using satellite ob-
servations is of increasing importance for aviation. Thunder-
storms are related to hazardous phenomena like turbulence,
icing, hail, and lightning that can lead to serious air traffic in-
cidents. Information from thunderstorm detection and now-
casting algorithms such as Cb-TRAM could help pilots in
gaining a better overview of the weather situation compared
to possibilities that can be provided by on-board observation
systems (Senesi et al., 2009; Tafferner et al., 2009, 2010).
Similarly, warnings of heavy precipitation, hailstorms, flash
floods or severe wind gusts are important for public author-
ities, for example, fire departments, organisers of open-air
activities as well as the general public.
An important requirement before a pilot or other user
can correctly use this information is the knowledge of its
reliability. Users and developers of detection and nowcast-
ing systems need quantitative characterisation of the sys-
tems’ capabilities. The quality of pre-convective instability
indices, of convective initiation or developed storm detec-
tions, and eventually of the nowcasting products derived has
to be quantified.
A variety of methods exist for the quantification of the
capabilities of an algorithm or a numerical weather predic-
tion model. Most of them have been developed to validate
model forecasts against reference forecasts or observational
data. The traditional validation approach is based on sim-
ple pixel-based grid overlays in which the forecast field is
matched to an observation field or a set of observation points
(Brown et al., 2004). Contingency tables are compiled which
can then be used to compute verification measures, such as
the probability of detection (POD) and the false alarm ratio
(FAR). For details on these quantities, see for example Wilks
(2006) and Doswell et al. (1990). However, one problem with
traditional skill measures is the fact that they are insensitive
to differences in location, timing and shape errors. For this
reason, new approaches have been developed recently (see
e.g. Casati et al., 2008, for a review). One of them is the
object- or feature-based approach (e.g. Ebert and McBride,
2000; Marzban and Sandgathe, 2006) which identifies fea-
tures in forecasted and observed fields. Then it assesses dif-
ferent attributes (e.g. position and size) associated with each
individual forecast–observation pair.
The aims of this paper are twofold: firstly a presentation of
recent improvements to the Cb-TRAM detection scheme will
be shown, and, secondly, the validation of Cb-TRAM against
an independent observational data source is presented. As
lightning activity is an exclusive feature of thunderstorms (in
contrast to, for example, heavy precipitation), lightning data
will be the independent data source of choice for the pre-
sented analysis. For a validation over Europe ground-based
LIghtning NETwork data (LINET) of Nowcast GmbH will
be used. This data set has a high accuracy over Europe and is
continuously available over long time periods (Betz et al.,
2008). This way a good basis for a statistical analysis is
provided. Over South Africa, Lightning Detection Network
(LDN) data of the South African Weather Service (SAWS)
will be used (Gijben, 2012). A data set for a full 3-month
period around the seasonal peak thunderstorm occurrence is
used for both regions. For other regions that are covered by
the Meteosat scan, no independent data source of comparable
precision is available to date for a long time period. In order
to provide a comprehensive assessment of Cb-TRAM detec-
tion and nowcast features, both a traditional pixel-based and
an object-based validation approach has been performed in
this study. The work presented here extends a previous study
of Zinner and Betz (2009).
The paper is structured as follows: the two independent
sources of thunderstorm detection, Cb-TRAM and lightning
data, are introduced in the first sections. New developments
and changes to the original Cb-TRAM algorithm by Zinner
et al. (2008) are the subjects of Sect. 2. Object-based detec-
tions and nowcasts of mature thunderstorms are provided.
Sect. 3.1 presents the lightning networks LINET and LDN. In
Sect. 3.3 these data are grouped to contiguous objects accord-
ing to different thresholds of measured lightning frequen-
cies and their variation in time and space. The validation of
Cb-TRAM objects against lightning data (pixel- and object-
based) is presented in Sect. 4, and results are discussed in
Sect. 5.
2 The Meteosat thunderstorm tracking and
monitoring algorithm Cb-TRAM
Cb-TRAM is documented in Zinner et al. (2008) summaris-
ing work which has been done at DLR for more than 10 yr.
It uses four different Meteosat SEVIRI channels, namely the
high-resolution visible (HRV), the infrared (IR) 10.8 µm, the
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IR 12.0 µm, and the water vapour (WV) 6.2 µm. These are
used to detect three different stages of thunderstorms: con-
vection initiation, rapid growth, and mature stage. Not nec-
essarily all stages appear in nature in this order or are de-
tectable from a satellite perspective. Nonetheless they mark
an increasing risk of severe thunderstorm impact. The HRV
is used whenever the local solar zenith angle is smaller than
75◦ (defined as daytime in Cb-TRAM).
Nowcasts are provided for up to one hour (see Fig. 1). In
this study forecasts for 15, 30, 45 and 60 min are generated.
The image matching and motion vector derivation which en-
able tracking and nowcasting of thunderstorm cells are core
algorithms of Cb-TRAM. They were used for different pur-
poses before: contrail detection (Mannstein et al., 1999),
stereo imagery (Muller et al., 2007), and first convective
storm studies (Mannstein et al., 2002). Once the tool was es-
tablished for day-to-day detection and tracking of convective
cells on a project basis (EU projects RiskAware, 2004–2006;
FLYSAFE, 2006–2009, Tafferner et al., 2008; ongoing DLR
project Wetter & Fliegen; Forster and Tafferner, 2009, 2012),
a rapid evolution of the detection schemes was initiated
driven by weaknesses appearing during regular operation.
Details on the detection schemes for less severe stages of
thunderstorms (“convective initiation” and “rapid growth”)
can be found in Zinner et al. (2008) and are only summarised
here. The “mature” stage 3 detection scheme, however, expe-
rienced a major overhaul and is, thus, presented in detail in
the following section.
Stage 1 “early development/convective initiation” identi-
fies cloud objects which show signs of convective growth
(cumuli) without clear thunderstorm activity yet. An ob-
ject consists of all connected SEVIRI pixels which show an
increase in HRV reflectivity which is accompanied by IR
10.8 µm cooling.
Stage 2 “rapid development” identifies cloud objects
which show a rapid cooling of more than 1 K 15 min−1 in
the water vapour (WV) 6.2 µm channel. This way, parts of
cloud tops are detected which grow rapidly at heights at or
close to the water vapour tropospheric background tempera-
ture. This is a common sign of clouds growing close to strong
inversions in the middle troposphere or at tropopause level.
Stage 3 “mature stage” detects clouds reaching or even
overshooting tropopause levels. In the original version (Zin-
ner et al., 2008) tropopause temperature from ECMWF fore-
cast model runs was used for this detection scheme. Although
this already constituted an improvement over the use of fixed
temperature thresholds, detection failures occurred for low-
capped thunderstorms and for application in tropical environ-
ments (with a much less distinct cold point tropopause).
Apart from its use in detection schemes, the image match-
ing technique is a central part of Cb-TRAM. It is used for the
analyses of the motion field or, more precisely, of the trans-
formation field that describes changes from one image to the
next (Zinner et al., 2008). A continuous field of vectors is ob-
tained from all features visible in an image pair regardless of
its physical nature. The image is analysed step by step from
large-scale to small-scale features – the so-called “pyrami-
dal matching” procedure. The obtained vector field can be
utilised to generate intermediate images or extrapolated im-
ages. The extrapolations are used throughout Cb-TRAM for
several purposes.
First of all, an extrapolation is used in the tracking scheme
to facilitate the association of cloud objects identified at one
time with its future manifestation at the next time step. In
other words, detected object positions at a time t are ex-
trapolated to forecasted positions at time t + 1. These fore-
casted positions are compared to new detections at time t+1
(via overlap analysis) in order to construct the track of spe-
cific objects. Specifically tracking over long periods of time
and/or tracking of small objects is improved by this method.
In a similar procedure the influence of cloud motion can be
separated from cloud horizontal growth or strong IR cooling
trends which constitute detection criteria, e.g. in the stage 1
and 2 schemes. To this end, expected changes due to cloud
motion are removed from image differences before remain-
ing differences are regarded as time trends. Finally, extrapo-
lation in time is used to generate simple nowcasts of cloud
object positions (for details see Zinner et al., 2008).
The pixel area detected is sub-divided into objects. An
object is a continuous group of pixels. Each object is la-
belled with the most severe development stage detected in
any of its pixels. To account for the oblique geostationary
satellite viewing geometry, each object’s position is parallax-
corrected using a cloud top height based on the mean 10.8 µm
temperature observed within the object and the related height
from a temperature profile provided by numerical weather
prediction model (here forecasts of the ECMWF, European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast). For this par-
allax correction, an uncertainty of a few kilometres in hor-
izontal position has to be assumed (equivalent to one SE-
VIRI pixel). For all three storm stages, a minimum size re-
quirement of three connected pixels (8-connectivity) is im-
plemented to avoid numerous spurious and fluctuating detec-
tions. A normal-resolution Meteosat pixel is about 4×6km2
(E–W by N–S) for Europe and 4.5×4.5km2 for South Africa,
i.e. has an area close to 20 km2 for both areas.
Recent improvements
The new version of the stage 3 “mature thunderstorms”
scheme is composed of three main criteria:
1. a new temperature criterion is introduced: the differ-
ence T6.2µm−T10.8µm. As in the original version (Zinner
et al., 2008), it is complemented by
2. a HRV texture information during daylight hours (and
a similar texture information from the WV 6.2 during
night-time).
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Fig. 1. Meteosat-8 SEVIRI HRV image for 14 July 2010, over Central Europe, 14:25 UTC (time of data acquisition). Overlaid is the Cb-
TRAM output (thick yellow, orange, red contours) and 30 min nowcasts (thin contours).
3. Thin cirrus, which still can misleadingly match the other
two criteria, is removed using a second temperature dif-
ference T10.8− T12.0.
The first two are combined in a way that a close miss of
the storm threshold in one criterion can be compensated by
a clear signal in the second. This fuzzy combination leads to
more consistent detections over a storm life cycle compared
to isolated use of single thresholds for the temperature crite-
rion alone. As demonstrated in Zinner et al. (2008), the use
of HRV texture improves the identification of small cores of
convective activity, e.g. within large storm anvils and high
cloud tops of frontal systems. A detection via the tempera-
ture difference alone was found to be too insensitive for this
separation and, at the same time, very sensitive to the exact
value of the temperature difference threshold. The third cri-
terion masks out thin cirrus using a single threshold value.
First the WV6.2µm− IR10.8µm difference is evaluated.
Wherever it is positive, cloud tops are suspected to reach
or overshoot the tropospheric background which is a clear
sign of strong convective activity (Schmetz et al., 1997).
This effect is attributed to tropospheric water vapour pushed
into stratosphere by towering convection. There, at increas-
ing ambient temperatures above the tropopause, the addi-
tional water vapour emits radiation in the 6.2 µm channel. At
the same time the measurement around 10.8 µm is not influ-
enced by water vapour and shows cloud tops around the cold
point tropopause. As mentioned above, a positive difference
of these two channels is not sufficient for a clear identifica-
tion of deep convection. It can lead to miss detections of large
cloud areas especially in frontal systems. Changing this de-
tection threshold to positive values, on the other hand, causes
missed detections.
In the original set-up the insensitivity of the main temper-
ature remained an issue. This led to a weighted combination
where additional detectable signs of storm activity were in-
cluded. The turbulent cloud top structure of active convective
updraft cores is utilised in this context. It is particularly well
detectable in the HRV channel during daytime (shadows).
The “local standard deviation” is used as texture measure
for the HRV image during daytime hours. This standard de-
viation is obtained via application of a Gaussian weighting
kernel centred on the pixel of interest to find a neighbour-
hood typical value and derive the weighted standard devia-
tion from this value (Zinner et al., 2008). If the standard de-
viation is larger than the typical standard deviation found for
65 % of all thunderstorms (value obtained from Cb-TRAM
test runs without texture criterion), this is considered to be
an additional warning sign. In this case the temperature dif-
ference is weighted with the standard deviation in a way that
increases the likelihood for detection. Technically, the detec-
tion threshold for the T6.2−T10.8 difference could be lowered
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Fig. 2. Location of more than 100 sensor sites of the Nowcast light-
ning detection network LINET, as of April 2008 (provided by Now-
cast GmbH).
by up to 10 K this way. Even a difference of−10 K could still
be detected as mature storm, if the local standard deviation
is large enough. During actual operation, the most extreme
values of local standard deviation observed lead to the de-
tection of storms which show negative differences of −3 K.
Areas which do not show a clear texture signal of a turbulent
thunderstorm cloud top, on the other hand, are less likely to
be detected due to the combination of criteria. This excludes
large cloud areas especially in situations of frontal passages.
The dependence of brightness in the HRV channel on so-
lar zenith angle is accounted for by the use of reflectivity
(brightness normalised with available solar irradiance). The
variation of the texture signal of cloud top structures with so-
lar zenith angle is considered by normalisation with the typ-
ical dependence obtained from Meteosat data. This way the
method becomes independent of geographic region, time of
day, and season.
The emphasis in the following analysis is on the daytime
version of the “mature thunderstorms” detection. The vast
majority of all convective activity takes place during day-
light hours. At the same time, the spatially most detailed in-
formation, the high-resolution visible channel, is only avail-
able during daylight hours. During night-time the HRV tex-
ture is replaced by an analogous WV6.2 texture signal. There
is still lower resolution information on the variability of the
cloud top in the IR/WV channels available, although it is
less characteristic for identification of the most active cells.
The size of the texture contribution has to be tuned to match
the daytime scheme: a local WV6.2 standard deviation is
implemented. If this standard deviation exceeds the value
that 75 % of all thunderstorms show, it increases the like-
Fig. 3. 19 of 21 South African Weather Service LDN sensor sites
operational during the time period December/January/February
2009/2010 (without the two newest sensors, at the time, at Spring-
bok (Northern Cape) and Aliwal North (Eastern Cape); Gijben,
2012; image from Gill, 2008).
lihood for detection. This threshold value is obtained from
Cb-TRAM test runs.
3 Lightning data
3.1 European lightning network data – LINET
Lightning detection can be performed by means of a few
varying techniques, but in some countries fully automated
ground-based networks are installed. These networks utilise
a number of antennae for the measurement of electric and/or
magnetic fields emitted during lightning discharges. The sen-
sor data are transmitted to a central processor where lightning
location is performed. LINET exploits the VLF/LF (very
low frequency/low frequency) regime and combines the mea-
surement of cloud-to-ground (CG) and inter- and intra-cloud
strokes (IC, not separated here). Baselines of 200–250 km are
employed for an adequate coverage in the central parts of the
network (Betz et al., 2008). In the relevant area LINET de-
tects strokes with range-normalised currents down to 4 kA
with a detection efficiency of more than 95%. The statisti-
cal average location accuracy is 150 m as verified by strikes
into towers of known position and by evaluation of lightning-
induced damages from insurance cases. In the border areas
of the network (e.g. the Mediterranean), baselines between
stations are larger. Consequently, detection efficiency is re-
duced in these areas: weak IC and CG signals are not lo-
cated. Figure 2 shows the sensor locations in April 2008.
The domain used in the following analysis covers the central
LINET network with maximum sensitivity between a lati-
tude of 40 and 54◦ N and a longitude of −5 to 16◦ E. For
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Fig. 4. (a) Meteosat SEVIRI HRV data (Germany, Alps in the south) on 2 June 2008 at 14:00 UTC (nominal measurement time, real data
acquisition 14:07 UTC); overlaid is the flash rate from the LINET network mapped on Meteosat normal-resolution pixels (time of Meteosat
image ± 7.5 min, parallax-corrected). (b) The comparison of Cb-TRAM mature thunderstorm detections in blue, “any” lightning activity
within a detected Cb-TRAM object (red), and outside an Cb-TRAM object (orange). (c) As before for “intense” lightning activity.
the analysis, lightning data are not separated into CG and IC
strokes. The examined time period covers a Northern Hemi-
sphere summer, namely June, July and August 2008.
3.2 South African lightning data from LDN
During 2005, 19 VAISALA LS7000 sensors constituting the
SAWS LDN were installed across South Africa and have
been fully operational since the beginning of 2006 (Fig. 3).
The SAWS LDN is only one of three ground-based lightning
detection networks in the Southern Hemisphere; the others
being in Brazil and Australia. Data from this network are
supposed to provide primarily CG recordings. It constitutes
a sufficient basis for a lightning climatology (Gijben, 2012).
In 2009, a major upgrade of the network was initiated.
Four new sensors were added to the network between 2009
and 2010. The sensor network provides a detection efficiency
of 90 % for all CG incidents and a location accuracy of 500 m
within the boundaries of South Africa (Gijben, 2012). Ac-
cording to Zajac and Rutledge (2001), lightning detected at
a distance of more than 100 km from the outer ring of light-
ning sensors is very often a false recording. Further data us-
age is thus limited to continental South Africa. Cb-TRAM
objects are only compared to LDN data over this region.
The examined time period covers a Southern Hemisphere
summer, namely December 2009, as well as January and
February 2010.
3.3 Definition of lightning cells
The following validation is conducted on a SEVIRI pixel ba-
sis, on one hand, and on a storm object basis, on the other
hand. For the object-based comparison, lightning reports are
combined into contiguous areas of a certain minimum flash
rate per area. This way Cb-TRAM storm objects, based on
the satellite data, can be validated against storm objects based
on lightning data. In order to distinguish them from Cb-
TRAM “objects”, the latter are called “cells” from now on.
Figure 4 illustrates this process.
First, all reported lightning locations are allocated to the
correct SEVIRI pixel. Multiple detections of a single event
are filtered out by the requirement of a minimum separation
in time and space (1 s, 5000 m).
Several definitions of a “good” storm detection are pos-
sible. As mentioned in the introduction, weather phenom-
ena related to thunderstorms are hazardous for air traffic.
However, if an aircraft intends to avoid a thunderstorm, the
flight route has to be consolidated with other threats such as
other air traffic and ground collision. It is therefore helpful
to have an indication of the severity of the hazard. A thun-
derstorm with only weak lightning activity is only a moder-
ate hazard which will be avoided if possible, but which an
aircraft could fly through if necessary. A thunderstorm with
strong lightning activity, however, constitutes a severe haz-
ard which should be avoided at all costs. Following the lit-
erature (Steinacker et al., 2000; Oettinger et al., 2001; Betz
et al., 2008), a series of possible lightning density thresh-
olds are possible as a sign of convective activity. Herein the
thresholds 0 and 5 flash reports within 3 km radius and 5 min
are inspected closer. They represent reasonable thresholds for
“any” and for “severe” thunderstorm hazards with regard to
aviation (e.g. Betz et al., 2008). These correspond to “any
flash report per square kilometre and minute” and “more than
0.035 flash reports per square kilometre and minute”. For the
sake of clarity in the text, the terms “any lightning” and “in-
tense lightning activity” are used instead. The “intense light-
ning activity” level is approximately equivalent to “10 flash
reports within a Meteosat pixel and a 15 min time period”
(for Europe and South Africa).
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Table 1. Contingency table for the comparison of LINET lightning
and Cb-TRAM detections and nowcasts of mature thunderstorms
on a pixel/object basis.
lightning no lightning
pixel/cell pixel/cell
(any or intense) (any or intense)
Cb-TRAM hit false alarm
detect/nowc (pixel/cell (pixel/cell
pixel/object within 0, 1, 2 px) within 0, 1, 2 px)
no Cb-TRAM miss correct
detect/nowc (pixel/cell negative
pixel/object within 0, 1, 2 px)
For the object-based analysis, all connected pixels (8-
connectivity) with lightning activity above the threshold
form a lightning cell. In Fig. 4b (any lightning) and c (in-
tense lightning activity), orange and red coloured areas rep-
resent the lightning cells (Cb-TRAM objects are coloured in
blue and red).
We require the Cb-TRAM detection to detect lighting ac-
tivity even if confined to a single Meteosat pixel, although
Cb-TRAM is only able to detect storm objects of a minimum
size of “three connected pixels”. Although this might deterio-
rate the detection quality, it seems a fair requirement, because
lightning activity in a single Meteosat pixel usually is related
to (satellite) detectable thunderstorm activity in clearly larger
areas.
In addition to variations in lightning activity (thresholds
any and intense), we investigate three different levels of ex-
pected spatial accuracy for the detection: “overlap” with (no
offset allowed), “contact” with (one pixel offset), or “prox-
imity” to lightning activity (two pixel offset). This is neces-
sary as we cannot assume perfect matches of lightning ac-
tivity and satellite-detectable storm object for several rea-
sons: (1) lightning activity does not necessarily happen di-
rectly beneath the most prominent cloud top characteristics
as detected by satellite (e.g. through shear-related tilt of the
storm); (2) the localisation of lightning activity is not per-
fect, with a miss location into an adjacent pixel always possi-
ble; and (3) the parallax correction of Cb-TRAM detections
carries an uncertainty of about one pixel also, as it is done
on an object basis only and not on a pixel-by-pixel basis. In
the following validation, exact object positions as well as re-
laxed spatial accuracy requirements are evaluated to provide
an exhaustive estimate of the skill.
In principle there are inaccuracies in time which should
be considered too. If the timing of lightning detections is
assumed to be perfect, the uncertainty results from the tim-
ing precision of the Meteosat measurements. A full Me-
teosat SEVIRI scan takes about 12.5 min to cover the visi-
ble earth between about 75◦ southern latitude and 75◦ north-
ern latitude. Although the resulting differences in the time
of data collection for South African and European SEVIRI
data are taken into account, an inaccuracy of about 1–2 min
can be expected. Thunderstorms usually move several me-
tres per second. In other words, an assumed storm motion
around 10 ms−1 would translate into a spatial inaccuracy up
to around 1000 m within 2 min. Consequently the effect of
temporal mismatches is well below the different spatial ac-
curacy levels, which will be tested in the following (up to
two SEVIRI pixels or about 10 km).
3.4 Comparability of European and South African
data
In general, Central Europe and South Africa represent two
very different thunderstorm regimes. The overall activity is
expected to be higher for sub-tropical South Africa, which
is identified as a hotspot of convection in global thunder-
storm distributions (Christian et al., 2003; Brooks et al.,
2003). Most of the thunderstorms in South Africa can
be expected to be multi-cell storms or mesoscale convec-
tive complexes which usually are not connected to frontal
zones. European thunderstorm activity is often connected
to fronts due to its location in the mid-latitude westerlies
(see e.g. Doswell, 2001).
Given likely different sensitivities of the two lighting de-
tection networks (e.g. the South African network detects pri-
marily CG events), an adaptation of activity thresholds used
to allocate storm intensity seems necessary. Unfortunately
the problematic characterisation of lightning detections as
CG or IC makes it difficult to make such an adjustment accu-
rately. The characterisation for the European network is done
by means of an imprecise height detection, and this informa-
tion is not provided for the South African network at all. In
addition, a first analysis does not show any clear difference
in overall detection efficiency for the European and the South
African network.
In both analysis domains the land surface covers areas of
comparable size (about 1.2×106 km2 for South Africa, about
1.7×106 km2 in Europe). During the analysed periods, de-
tected lightning activity for South Africa is larger than in Eu-
rope (3.8 lightning detections per km2 land surface in South
Africa, 2.6 in Europe). This is consistent with expectations.
It is likely that the difference in real electrical activity is even
larger. The SAWS network only aims to detect CG events,
and the most probable stroke current – a measure of sensitiv-
ity – in SAWS data are higher (i.e. the network is less sen-
sitive compared to LINET data). Such sensitivity differences
diminish if lightning activity is arranged into lightning cells.
If this is done, South Africa still displays a more frequent oc-
currence of intense lightning cells by a factor of 1.5. The
number of Cb-TRAM-detected mature storm objects also
points to a very similar difference in convective activity in
South Africa compared to Europe with a factor of 1.6.
Summarising, at first sight these total occurrence num-
bers show very comparable relations with no unexpected
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Table 2. Pixel-based validation scores for the current Cb-TRAM detection scheme for mature storms during daytime, and the 15, 30, 45
and 60 min forecasts. Top – POD for intense lightning pixels (> 10 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1); centre – FAR with regard to intense lightning
pixels; bottom – FARany lightning with regard to pixels containing any lightning (> 0 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1).
accuracy 0 px 1 px 2 px 0 px 1 px 2 px
overlap contact proximity overlap contact proximity
POD
detection [%] 69.1 80.4 83.9 79.4 89.1 92.5
nowcast [%]
15 min 59.0 71.9 78.4 63.4 72.7 79.7
30 min 46.4 59.5 68.0 50.7 59.9 67.6
45 min 35.5 47.8 57.1 40.1 48.6 56.3
60 min 27.4 38.3 47.0 31.9 39.2 46.2
FAR
detection [%] 89.6 71.2 57.3 91.2 72.9 58.2
nowcast [%]
15 min 92.7 77.6 64.5 93.7 79.1 65.8
30 min 94.9 83.1 71.8 95.5 84.3 73.2
45 min 96.2 86.9 77.3 96.6 87.7 78.5
60 min 97.0 89.4 81.2 97.2 89.8 81.8
FARany lightning
detection [%] 84.9 59.1 40.7 87.7 65.0 48.8
nowcast [%]
15 min 89.3 68.6 51.7 91.1 73.2 58.8
30 min 92.2 76.0 61.7 93.5 79.7 67.7
45 min 94.1 81.1 69.0 95.0 83.8 73.7
60 min 95.2 84.5 74.2 95.8 86.3 77.6
dependence on region. Thus no adjustments of lightning ac-
tivity numbers are introduced. The lightning records from
both networks are used as they are.
4 Validation of Cb-TRAM against lightning data
Skill characteristics will be provided in the form of the proba-
bility of detection (POD) and false alarm ratio (FAR). These
will be provided for Cb-TRAM detections and Cb-TRAM
nowcasts in comparison to lightning cells on object and pixel
basis. These two skill measures are long-established, and
they have advantages: on one hand, they are intuitively un-
derstandable and, on the other hand, the resulting values are
of direct instructive value for users. POD and FAR are based
on 2× 2 contingency tables (Wilks, 2006). Contingency Ta-
ble 1 summarises the combinations of criteria applied to
generate the following skill results.




for the Cb-TRAM detection scheme “mature thunderstorm”,
for each lightning cell, overlap with Cb-TRAM detections
is analysed for each Meteosat time step (Fig. 5b). After the
analysis for “overlap”, the spatial accuracy is reduced step-
wise, and lightning cells in “contact” (no gap between de-
tection and lightning cell) and in “proximity” to Cb-TRAM
detections (1-pixel gap) are included into the “hits”. In other
words, the “contact” analysis includes all objects as hits that
show overlap or contact. “Proximity” includes objects which
show proximity, contact or overlap. For the SEVIRI pixel
size for Europe, contact means that the distance between
lightning detection and Cb-TRAM detection is between 0 (!)
and about 5 km; proximity means between about 5 and 10 km.
The pixel-based POD is provided in an analogous way
(Fig. 5a). All pixels which are part of a Cb-TRAM mature
thunderstorm detection are analysed, as well as all Meteosat
pixels which show lightning activity above the threshold (any
or intense).
The advantage of the pixel-based analysis is that more ob-
jective skill information becomes available, because the anal-
ysis of objects disregards the size of objects. Whenever the
sizes of the compared objects are very different, the object-
based POD and FAR become useless. For example, when de-
tected objects become large (in the extreme case it can con-
tain all pixels), POD becomes better and better (in the ex-
treme case even 100 %). At the same time the FAR would
improve (and eventually become 0 %) too. A pixel-based
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Fig. 5. Lightning (black) and Cb-TRAM (grey) objects. (a) Pixel-based analysis: the pixels covered by the lightning and the Cb-TRAM
objects are counted. (b) Object-based analysis: the lightning and the Cb-TRAM objects are counted. Green are the hits, blue the misses, and
red the false alarms (adapted from Forster and Tafferner, 2012).
analysis conducted in parallel would show the weakness of
this approach by a growing FAR.
The disadvantage of the pixel-based analysis is, firstly,
that lightning cells and satellite objects cannot be expected
to have the same size for physical reasons. While the satel-
lite sensor can analyse the structure of the whole thunder-
storm cloud as visible from above, lightning activity can-
not be expected over the whole area. The latter is mostly
confined to certain dynamically active updraft regions. Thus
only small parts of the Cb-TRAM object area can be ex-
pected to contain lightning activity. In addition, a horizontal
offset of Cb-TRAM object and lightning cell can be caused
by a vertical tilt of the thunderstorm development or by the
Cb-TRAM parallax correction. The consequence of all these
points could be a rather small POD and very large FAR.
The object-based values are more informative from a user
perspective, as they are more closely related to the expec-
tations on a storm forecast. For example, for air traffic ap-
plications information whether a Cb-TRAM object in fact
represents a mature intense thunderstorm is important. The
exact position of lightning in the object is only of secondary
interest. The presence of downdrafts, heavy precipitation or
hail, as well as clear air turbulence above the storm, is at least
of equal relevance for pilots and air traffic management (but
cannot be considered with our validation data set).
The false alarm ratio
FAR= false alarms
hits + false alarms
(2)
is obtained from the number of all Cb-TRAM detections sep-
arated in confirmed detections (hits) and false alarms. It is
provided analogous to the POD in an object-based and pixel-
based sense, for the two lighting activity levels, and the three
spatial accuracy levels.
Once a Cb-TRAM object has reached the mature stage,
the nowcasts of this object’s position up to 60 min into the
future are investigated too. For simplicity, we apply the
approach presented above to compare nowcasted positions
against measured lightning activity (in 15 min time frames
around the forecast times 15, 30, 45 and 60 min). Although
this way errors due to the advection and/or forecast scheme
are mixed with errors due to the original detection, we want
to avoid the introduction of another system of quality assess-
ment at this stage (e.g. the comparison of nowcast to future
Cb-TRAM detections). In addition, this approach seems to be
the most user-oriented. A user is not interested in the source
of error, but only in the fact whether a forecast is correct or
not, i.e. whether lightning occurs at the forecasted location.
4.1 Detection and nowcasts – pixel-based
For the Central European domain, 92 consecutive days of
data (day and night) are evaluated throughout the main
thunderstorm season in summer 2008 (June, July, and Au-
gust). For South Africa 90 consecutive days are used
from the Southern Hemisphere summer thunderstorm season
2009/2010 (December, January, and February). Analyses are
carried out for daytime and night-time separately. “Daytime”
is defined as a time step for which the solar zenith angle is
less than 75◦ for more than 75 % of the domain. The results
over all pixels of lightning cells and Cb-TRAM detection or
nowcast objects are presented in Table 2. POD and FAR for
the analysis of pixels with the lightning activity level intense
(> 10 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1) as well as the FAR for the
level any lightning are shown.
Over Europe, about 69 % of all pixels showing intense
lightning activity are detected by a Cb-TRAM mature stage
detection for the same pixel. If the required spatial accuracy
in the analysis is reduced (i.e. only contact or proximity to
a Cb-TRAM detection is required), POD improves. A total
of 80 % or 84 % of all Meteosat pixels with intense lightning
activity are detected.
At the same time, only 10 % of all Cb-TRAM-detected
pixels contain intense lightning activity (1-FAR, in Table 2).
This is mainly due to the reasons discussed in the previous
section. At least 29 % have contact with lightning activity,
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Fig. 6. Top: POD for a lightning cell of severe activity
(> 10 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1) which is detected by a Cb-TRAM
object in contact. Shown are the day-to-day values as symbols and
the moving average over all evaluated objects within 11 days as well
as the mean and standard deviation of the 11-day average to the right
of the image (all values in percent). Centre: FAR of Cb-TRAM ob-
jects which have no lightning cell showing intense activity in direct
contact. Bottom: FAR of Cb-TRAM objects which do not have at
least some lightning activity at all in direct contact. Very bottom:
number of analysed lightning cells on which the skill scores are
based.
whereas 43 % are at least in proximity. Numbers improve fur-
ther if FAR for any activity is investigated. To pick just one
value – at least about 41 % of all Cb-TRAM-detected pix-
els have close contact with any lighting activity within the
analysed 15 min time period.
The skill values for the nowcasts deteriorate with longer
lead time. While POD for an intense lightning pixel to be in
direct contact with a Cb-TRAM detection is still 72 % for
the 15 min nowcasts, a 60 min nowcast only provides a prob-
ability of a correct detection of 38 %. At the same time the
likelihood of a Cb-TRAM false alarm pixel with lightning
activity not even in contact increases from 69 to 85 % for
lead times between 15 and 60 min.
Over South Africa, POD values for intense lightning are
higher over all three evaluated accuracies by about 9 percent-
age points (Table 2). Up to 93 % of the intense lightning pix-
els are at least in proximity of Cb-TRAM object pixels. At
the same time almost all values of the false alarm ratio are
slightly higher compared to Central Europe by 1–3 points.
The higher values of POD and FAR for intense lightning
suggest that the overall lightning area (the total number of
pixels) is smaller compared to the European domain (or the
area with Cb-TRAM detections is larger).
In summary, this all leads to speculation that the lightning
detection network of South Africa is slightly less sensitive
(or Cb-TRAM is more sensitive). For instance, a less sensi-
tive detection network would lead to smaller areas with a cer-
tain lightning activity compared to Europe. Only pixels with
a comparably stronger activity would be evaluated. Obvi-
ously these areas would be easier to detect from space by Cb-
TRAM (higher POD). At the same time fewer Cb-TRAM de-
tections would contain such a stronger activity (higher FAR).
The difference in detection between the two regions dis-
appears within the first nowcast steps. The reason might be
that the mentioned preference for areas of stronger activity
facilitates extrapolation. The undetected pixels with weaker
activity have less effect on the skill of nowcasts.
Given that lightning cells and Cb-TRAM objects cannot
be expected to fully overlap or even to have the same size
for several physical reasons, the values in Table 2 are al-
ready very encouraging. They may already reflect limitations
caused by thunderstorm dynamics and life cycle. However,
this pixel-based analysis is biased to large objects/cells which
contribute many pixels to the analysis and which, at the same
time, are more likely to be detected. Small single cell storms
that only cover a few Meteosat pixels are not represented
well. They are much harder to detect and even harder to fore-
cast. Nonetheless, a user might be just as interested in these
smaller scale events.
4.2 Detection and nowcasts – object-based
Opposed to the pixel-based analysis presented before, the
object-based analysis treats each storm equally regardless of
its size (compare Fig. 5b). This obviously could lead to an
over-emphasis of the results for small cells which might not
be the most hazardous.
If overlap is required, 67 % of all cells that show intense
lightning activity are detected over Europe (Table 3). A total
of 71 % are in contact with a Cb-TRAM mature stage de-
tection, and 73 % are within proximity of a detection. The
FAR for cells of intense lightning for Cb-TRAM detections
is 60 % for exact overlap (down to 52 % for a one-pixel
proximity).
These values are not overwhelmingly good, but have to be
put into perspective. On one hand, removing small lightning
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Table 3. Object-based validation scores for the current Cb-TRAM detection scheme for mature storms during daytime, and the 15, 30, 45
and 60 min forecasted objects. Top – POD for intense lightning objects (> 10 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1); centre – FAR with regard to intense
lightning objects; bottom – FARany lightning with regard to objects containing any lightning (>0 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1).
Central Europe South Africa
accuracy 0 px 1 px 2 px 0 px 1 px 2 px
overlap contact proximity overlap contact proximity
POD
detection [%] 67.3 71.1 72.7 80.9 83.8 83.8
nowcast [%]
15 min 58.9 65.2 68.6 66.1 74.5 78.3
30 min 49.2 57.6 62.4 55.3 65.4 71.4
45 min 40.6 50.5 56.0 45.8 57.2 63.8
60 min 33.0 43.5 49.9 38.3 49.6 57.0
FAR
detection [%] 60.2 55.8 51.6 54.2 49.0 43.5
nowcast [%]
15 min 64.7 57.5 52.4 62.3 52.6 45.6
30 min 70.8 62.1 56.0 69.4 58.7 50.5
45 min 76.1 66.9 60.5 74.9 64.4 56.2
60 min 80.1 71.5 64.9 78.8 69.6 61.8
FARany lightning
detection [%] 24.0 16.9 14.0 20.4 14.8 12.0
nowcast [%]
15 min 34.5 24.5 18.7 33.4 24.4 18.4
30 min 44.9 34.7 27.5 44.2 35.1 27.8
45 min 53.5 43.3 36.1 51.6 43.4 36.4
60 min 59.6 50.4 43.4 57.3 50.2 43.7
cells from the analysis strongly improves the POD to values
up to around 80 % (e.g. by application of a minimum size re-
quirement of 3 pixels, not shown). Such a size requirement
could be considered a fair adjustment as the Cb-TRAM de-
tection is limited to this minimum object size as well. On
the other hand, as mentioned before, an object with at least
any lightning activity cannot necessarily be regarded a miss.
A check of Table 3 (lowest block of data) reveals that un-
der this assumption as few as 14 % of all Cb-TRAM objects
do not have at least some lighting activity within proximity.
In other words, of all detected Cb-TRAM objects not all are
of highest intensity, but the vast majority belong to convec-
tive storms in a mature development stage when they produce
lightning.
Figure 6 shows the day-to-day variability for the three skill
measures for “contacting objects” for Europe over the whole
summer. One can see some variability, although the clear-
est outliers are often connected to days with only very few
analysed cases (LINET cells, bottom of Fig. 6). A line marks
a moving average over all thunderstorms during an 11-day
time frame. POD is roughly between 70 and 90 % and FAR
between 50 and 75 % (both for “intense activity”). FAR (any
lightning) is between 10 and 40 %.
The corresponding values for the four nowcast steps are
also shown in Table 3. They show interesting information
and clear limits of our extrapolation technique. While POD
(intense activity, objects in contact) is still about 58 % for
a 30 min nowcast, it drops down to around 44 % for the
60 min nowcast. At the same time even the FAR for any light-
ning activity in contact with Cb-TRAM objects reaches val-
ues of 35 (30 min) and 50 % (60 min). On one hand, this is
probably due to the typical life cycle of a convective cell,
which is ignored in our extrapolation algorithm. Even ma-
ture thunderstorms which are detected at one time can easily
decay within 60 min. On the other hand, the results are a clear
sign of technical characteristics of the extrapolation algo-
rithm applied in Cb-TRAM. The motion or transformation
vector fields derived are obtained from matching small-scale
brightness values in the context of a larger scale analysis
step (pyramidal matcher). This can lead to sharp gradients in
the vector field if small isolated features (clouds) move over
large-scale stationary background (surface). Vector fields ex-
tracted this way are well suited for the use in extrapolation
for one or two time steps. In this case the motion still takes
place in a similar motion regime. As a consequence, thun-
derstorms embedded in larger scale cloud systems or situa-
tions of broken cloud fields covering some area allow for bet-
ter extrapolation results than small isolated convective cells.
For general reliable nowcasts of more than 30 min, improve-
ments are necessary.
Compared to Europe, object-based POD values for South
Africa show an even greater difference than the pixel-based.
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They are better by about 11–14 percentage points (Table A4).
Surprisingly, at the same time FAR values are better too.
FAR for cells with intense lightning activity is smaller by
6–8 points while values for any are smaller by 2–4 points.
Generally differences are smaller for increasing lead time.
An important reason for the presented differences for the
two regions is the fact that South African convection is usu-
ally not as obscured from the satellite perspective as Eu-
ropean convection is. In Europe non-convective cloudiness
related to frequent frontal passages often embeds and cov-
ers the convection. For satellite detection, active convective
cores in widespread frontal cloud layers present a challenge.
Isolated thunderstorms are easier to detect, and fewer frontal
systems do not provide an important source of false alarms
for South Africa.
The fact that the SAWS LDN is supposed to primarily pro-
vide CG detections could serve as a further explanatory ap-
proach. Consistent with the expectation that with increasing
thunderstorm intensity the ratio of IC vs. CG flashes grows,
this would lead to an apparent lower flash rate for strong
South African cells compared to European cells. Less in-
tense cells could be less affected. This could lead to a loss
of area containing lighting, especially on the edges of in-
tense lighting cells. Nonetheless, these intense cells would
not disappear completely. Thus false alarms on a pixel basis
would be more frequent. The false alarms on an object basis
would not be affected at all. Furthermore, the lower sensor
density of the SAWS network leads to lower location accu-
racy. Thus derived cells are slightly less compact. This would
make them more similar in size to Cb-TRAM objects. The
tendency of CG flashes dominating in later stages of mature
thunderstorms while IC flash rates peak earlier might play
a role in this respect too. Although these slightly speculative
explanations might point in the right direction, specifics of
the differences between the two lightning detection networks
have to be left to further analysis.
4.3 Differences in daytime and night-time detection
Up to now the analysis was focused on the daytime detection
of mature thunderstorms. The high spatial resolution infor-
mation of the SEVIRI HRV channel was exploited. The de-
tection of mature storms during night-time has to be based
on IR channels alone (see Sect. 2). This affects the skill mea-
sures during the night. In addition, thunderstorm dynamics
during night-time also differs from daylight hours. While
many new and many short-lived storms develop during the
day, throughout the night mostly only a few well-organised
thunderstorm complexes or storms exist (caused by synoptic
reasons, e.g. frontal systems).
Tables A1, A2, A3, and A4 show skill measures for the
night hours only as well as for all detected thunderstorms
over the full 24 h day. Pixel-based POD is about 8–10 per-
centage points below the day values while FAR increases by
around 10 points (even more in the proximity cases). Object-
based values of POD go down by 10 to 15 points while FAR
values go up around 5 to 10 points and even 20 points for the
any lightning activity threshold.
These changes are an obvious consequence of the lower
sensitivity of the night-time detection due to missing HRV
information. The night-time detection is obviously less spe-
cific. Clearly more night-time detections are not related to
thunderstorm activity at least in proximity. The object-based
FAR for any lightning is around 30 % instead of around 13 %.
At the same time more thunderstorms are missed. Only about
60 % (POD) instead of about 77 % of all storm objects are
detected on average over all spatial accuracies in the tables.
A 30 min forecast correctly predicts the position of about
50 % of all storms instead of around 60 % during daytime.
After 60 min POD is 45 % during day and 41 % during night.
This shrinking gap with nowcast lead time between night and
day could be a sign of longer lifetimes and a related better
predictability of night-time thunderstorms.
Tables A3 and A4 show results over all cases during day-
time and night-time. These total skill measures are closer to
the daytime values as the majority of all storms and detec-
tions appear during the daylight hours.
5 Summary and conclusions
We presented a comparison of Meteosat-based thunderstorm
detection and short-term forecasts with ground-based light-
ning data. This way a validation of the Cb-TRAM (Thunder-
storm Tracking and Monitoring) algorithm for the detection
of mature thunderstorms against lightning ground-truth is
provided over 6 months in two different regions of the world
(Europe and South Africa). The validation is conducted by
evaluation of POD and FAR for different lightning intensity
classes and different spatial accuracy requirements. Results
are evaluated on a pixel basis and on a thunderstorm object
basis. The following values are averaged over all cases from
South Africa and Europe.
During the day the probability of detecting a thun-
derstorm object with intense lightning (approx. 10
flashes/pixel/15 min) in Meteosat data reaches 77 % for
the medium spatial accuracy requirement (detected storm
is in contact with lightning activity). False alarm ratios for
a Cb-TRAM detection not even in contact with intense
lightning are at 52 %. The false alarm ratio for a detection in
contact with no lightning at all is much lower at 16 %.
The results of the pixel-based analysis adds important in-
formation to these object-based results. It shows that the de-
tected thunderstorm object size is not indiscriminately large
but well within the physical limits. As much as 85 % of all
areas containing intense lightning are at least in contact with
a detected Cb-TRAM storm object. On the other hand, about
30 % of the area of detected Cb-TRAM objects really con-
tains intense lightning activity (up to 40 % contains at least
some lighting activity). This seems to be a reasonable value,
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as the satellite’s detection of cloud top characteristics cannot
be expected to be as specific as the exact positioning of the
active cores in lightning data.
Results are worse for the night-time detection scheme
when high-resolution visible information cannot be used. In
addition, the intensity of night-time thunderstorms might be
lower and storms might be more likely to decay. This makes
a correct detection more difficult. At night POD for objects is
lower by about 15 percentage points, while FAR for intense
lightning objects increases by about 5 and for any lighting by
about 20 points.
Nowcasts are generated through extrapolation of the cur-
rent development state of detected objects. The scores for
nowcasts degrade with forecast lead time. Still a 30 min day-
time forecast of the position of a mature convective cell is
at least close to thunderstorms in most cases: mature con-
vection with lightning activity is in proximity (a maximum
separation of one Meteosat pixel, about 5 km) in almost 75 %
(= 1−FAR) of the cases. A total of 67 % of all thunderstorms
present after 30 min have been forecasted with this accuracy
(POD). At 60 min these values become worse: POD= 55 %
and FAR= 63 %.
All these quality scores, especially for the daytime de-
tection scheme and the shorter range forecasts, are very en-
couraging. Warnings can be issued for the majority of strong
and potentially harmful cells, while only few false warnings
would not be connected to mature convective activity.
The main goal of this work was the objective characterisa-
tion of the detection and nowcast quality of Cb-TRAM. Of
course, values of all skill measures crucially depend on the
definition of success. We tried to show more than only one
absolute criterion to present a more complete view of Cb-
TRAM’s capabilities and limitations. We provided different
definitions of convective intensity and spatial accuracy of de-
tections and nowcasts during the analysis. Although probably
the most direct and objective measure of mature convective
activity was chosen, electrical activity, it became clear dur-
ing the analysis that our validation data are not the absolute
truth either. There exist differences in sensitivity in the dif-
ferent lightning detection networks, which affect the skill
results (European LINET and South African SAWS LDN
networks). Nonetheless, the effects are not clear enough to
do more than speculate about the reasons here. Reasons for
slightly better skill values for South Africa might be a com-
bination of these differences and the climatological charac-
teristics of thunderstorms there. The typical South African
locally triggered multi-cell thunderstorm is more likely to
be detected from a satellite perspective than many European
storms which are triggered by and embedded into fronts.
It has to be mentioned that the POD for thunderstorm ob-
jects becomes better if the “rapid development” detection of
Cb-TRAM is included into the analysis. POD improves by
about 10 to 15 percentage points on average if either the
“rapid development” or the “mature stage” detection is re-
quired. This means that 85 to 95 % of all thunderstorms are
detected by one of the two Cb-TRAM schemes throughout
the day. Even the forecast POD reaches values above 70 %
in this case. This rapid development stage is supposed to
precede the mature stage. Nonetheless, it includes the pos-
sibility of early electrical activity, because the thunderstorm
goes through a stage of strong updrafts which quickly push
the cloud top to higher levels. The inclusion of this detection
stage, which is not supposed to be a reliable sign of intense
convection, of course, also drives false alarms to much larger
values (by as much as 20 percentage points).
In this study the current state of Cb-TRAM nowcast skill
is established. The important next step will be an improve-
ment of the nowcast scheme. So far it is a simple extrapo-
lation of currently observable trends. The promising results
mentioned previously for the 30 min daytime forecast with a
relaxed spatial accuracy requirement seem to corroborate the
implementation of a more probabilistic element in the now-
cast. The spatial accuracy could be relaxed by a dilatation of
object size from forecast step to forecast step. This way small
forecast objects with precise position but low forecast skill
could be replaced with less specific larger areas of high thun-
derstorm probability with better skill. Consequently, areas
with many small storm objects could be merged into wider
areas of general thunderstorm risk. In addition a life-cycle
model could be included into a probabilistic nowcast to ac-
count for the typical course of development.
Generally, approaches to fuse the nowcast based on satel-
lite imagery with numerical weather prediction to extend the
forecast range are under evaluation as well. One possibil-
ity could be the best member selection as part of an ensem-
ble forecasting system. In addition, precise global lightning
detection, which is planned for the next generation of geo-
stationary satellites (EUMETSAT MTG LI, 2011; Goodman
et al., 2013), will strongly improve the detection of mature
thunderstorms from satellite.
While this study was focused on the “mature stage” de-
tection and related forecasts, validation work which focuses
on the “early development” or “convective initiation” stage
detected by Cb-TRAM can be found in Merk and Zinner
(2013).
Appendix A
Results for over night-time and whole day
The tables with night-time and full day results for Europe and
South Africa are provided for completeness here. Pixel-based
validation scores are given in Tables A1 and A3. The related
daytime results are given in Table 2. Object-based results for
night and full day are given in Tables A2 and A4. Related
daytime data can be found in Table 3.
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Table A1. Night: pixel-based validation scores for the current Cb-TRAM night-time detection scheme for mature storms, and the 15, 30, 45
and 60 min forecasts. Top – POD for intense lightning pixels (>flashes pixel−1 15 min−1); centre – FAR with regard to intense lightning
pixels; bottom – FARany lightning with regard to pixels containing any lightning (> 0 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1).
Central Europe South Africa
accuracy 0 px 1 px 2 px 0 px 1 px 2 px
overlap contact proximity overlap contact proximity
POD
detection [%] 66.1 72.4 75.3 71.5 79.8 83.7
nowcast [%]
15 min 59.0 66.5 71.0 59.3 66.7 72.3
30 min 49.8 57.8 63.4 48.8 55.9 62.2
45 min 40.7 48.1 54.3 39.7 46.3 52.5
60 min 33.5 40.2 46.1 32.8 38.4 43.9
FAR
detection [%] 92.8 78.3 67.2 95.1 84.1 74.0
nowcast [%]
15 min 94.4 82.2 72.1 96.2 86.8 77.4
30 min 95.7 85.8 76.8 97.1 89.3 81.0
45 min 96.6 88.4 80.6 97.7 91.2 83.9
60 min 97.2 90.3 83.5 98.1 92.5 86.1
FARany lightning
detection [%] 89.7 72.0 59.5 92.9 78.6 67.6
nowcast [%]
15 min 91.9 77.2 65.9 94.4 82.1 71.9
30 min 93.7 81.6 71.8 95.5 85.2 76.3
45 min 94.9 84.9 76.4 96.3 87.6 79.7
60 min 95.8 87.2 79.8 96.9 89.2 82.2
Table A2. Night: object-based validation scores for the current Cb-TRAM night-time detection scheme for mature storms, and the 15, 30, 45
and 60 min forecasted objects. Top – POD for intense lightning objects (> 10 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1); centre – FAR with regard to intense
lightning objects; bottom – FARany lightning with regard to objects containing any lightning (> 0 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1).
Central Europe South Africa
accuracy 0 px 1 px 2 px 0 px 1 px 2 px
overlap contact proximity overlap contact proximity
POD
detection [%] 53.7 54.1 54.8 64.7 67.3 67.9
nowcast [%]
15 min 49.5 51.9 53.5 53.9 61.1 65.0
30 min 44.5 48.4 50.6 46.7 55.4 59.9
45 min 39.3 44.4 47.1 39.7 49.2 54.9
60 min 34.4 40.2 43.4 33.7 43.3 49.7
FAR
detection [%] 63.0 59.2 56.0 64.2 58.7 53.2
nowcast [%]
15 min 66.9 61.0 57.1 69.0 61.1 54.9
30 min 72.1 64.9 60.1 73.4 64.7 58.0
45 min 76.2 69.4 64.1 77.4 68.6 61.9
60 min 79.3 73.3 68.2 80.5 72.7 66.0
FARany lightning
detection [%] 39.2 35.1 32.4 39.3 34.5 30.9
nowcast [%]
15 min 45.3 39.5 35.5 45.4 39.6 35.0
30 min 52.7 46.3 41.6 51.0 44.9 39.9
45 min 58.3 52.4 47.7 55.8 50.2 45.2
60 min 63.4 57.9 53.1 60.5 55.1 50.3
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Table A3. Full day: pixel-based validation scores for the current Cb-TRAM detection scheme (day and night) for mature storms, and the 15,
30, 45 and 60 min forecasts. Top – POD for intense lightning pixels (> 10 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1); centre – FAR with regard to intense
lightning pixels; bottom – FARany lightning with regard to pixels containing any lightning (> 0 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1).
Central Europe South Africa
accuracy 0 px 1 px 2 px 0 px 1 px 2 px
overlap contact proximity overlap contact proximity
POD
detection [%] 67.8 76.9 80.2 74.6 83.5 87.2
nowcast [%]
15 min 59.0 69.7 75.4 61.0 69.2 75.5
30 min 47.7 58.9 66.2 49.7 57.7 64.6
45 min 37.3 47.9 56.1 39.8 47.4 54.2
60 min 29.5 39.0 46.7 32.4 38.8 45.0
FAR
detection [%] 91.4 75.2 62.9 94.0 80.8 69.4
nowcast [%]
15 min 93.7 80.2 68.8 95.5 84.5 73.9
30 min 95.4 84.6 74.6 96.6 87.8 78.6
45 min 96.4 87.7 79.1 97.4 90.2 82.3
60 min 97.1 89.9 82.5 97.8 91.7 84.8
FARany lightning
detection [%] 87.6 66.3 51.2 91.3 74.6 62.1
nowcast [%]
15 min 90.8 73.4 59.7 93.4 79.4 68.0
30 min 93.1 79.2 67.4 94.9 83.5 73.7
45 min 94.5 83.2 73.2 95.9 86.4 77.9
60 min 95.5 86.0 77.3 96.6 88.4 80.8
Table A4. Full day: object-based validation scores for the current Cb-TRAM detection scheme (day and night) for mature storms, and the
15, 30, 45 and 60 min forecasted objects. Top – POD for intense lightning objects (> 10 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1); centre – FAR with regard
to intense lightning objects; bottom – FARany lightning with regard to objects containing any lightning (> 0 flashes pixel−1 15 min−1).
Central Europe South Africa
accuracy 0 px 1 px 2 px 0 px 1 px 2 px
overlap contact proximity overlap contact proximity
POD
detection [%] 61.8 64.3 65.3 71.6 74.1 74.3
nowcast [%]
15 min 55.3 60.1 62.7 59.4 67.0 70.7
30 min 47.5 54.3 58.0 50.7 60.0 65.0
45 min 40.2 48.4 52.8 42.5 52.9 58.9
60 min 33.4 42.4 47.7 35.9 46.2 53.1
FAR
detection [%] 61.1 56.9 53.1 60.0 54.6 49.1
nowcast [%]
15 min 65.4 58.6 54.0 66.1 57.5 51.0
30 min 71.3 63.0 57.3 71.7 62.1 54.8
45 min 76.2 67.8 61.7 76.3 66.8 59.5
60 min 79.8 72.1 66.0 79.7 71.4 64.2
FARany lightning
detection [%] 29.0 22.9 20.0 31.3 26.1 22.9
nowcast [%]
15 min 38.0 29.4 24.2 40.3 33.1 27.9
30 min 47.5 38.5 32.1 48.1 40.7 34.8
45 min 55.0 46.3 39.9 54.0 47.3 41.4
60 min 60.8 52.8 46.6 59.1 53.0 47.5
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